RESPONSIBLE INNOVATION STARTS HERE

DOUYON SIGNATURE

LET'S COLLABORATE!
We are the first black woman owned
innovation lab in Silicon Valley.

SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS
2 hrs
Learn: Engage and Educate
Boost team morale by showing that your
enterprise is actualizing a culture of equitable,
solutions that mitigates negative effects. Nancy
Douyon draws on her expertise to educate teams
with insights and stories surrounding responsible
innovation.
Audiences will learn:

LEARN

How to increase employee morale,
retention, recruitment by humanizing

DATA-DRIVEN STRATEGIES, HEALTHY,
EQUITABLE, PROFITABLE PRODUCTS
SERVICES AND WORKPLACES.
SIMPLY, INCLUVERSAL.
Evolve, retain and sustain. Teams who see their
project's positively impact local and global

product experiences for the invisible
and underserved populations.
Empathy is ROI and profitable.
How Fortune 100s navigate dreams
and product disasters.

communities stay together. From studio

Book your speaking event today.

partnerships, workshops, courses, to speaking

Energize and engage teams toward their work by

engagements, Douyon Signature offers

creating responsibly for the future of your

Incluversal services to help teams create

company. We offer:

responsibly with environmental social governance
(ESG).

Captivating, onsite & offsite presentations

59% of employees feel
their companies view
profits or revenue as
more important than how
people are treated.

Looking for personalized, equitable
solutions? Engage your audience in
customizable offsite strategy sessions and
workshops.

(Randstand)

Dynamic, engaging virtual presentations
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“When surveyed, 76% of employees who don’t feel valued at
work . . . seek other job opportunities.”
(Gallup)

Our strategy and workshop topics:

MEASURE INCLUSIVE DESIGN
Create a procedure with socially responsible and
measurable goals.

SOLVE CHALLENGES
Solve product challenges and disasters
through collaboration.

STRATEGIZE
INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTS

STRATEGY SESSIONS &
WORKSHOPS
(2 HRS)
Douyon Signature invites teams to take part in our
immersive workshops, so every member of teams feels
heard. Bring in a challenge to collaborate real-time to
find a solution and build your inclusive product, service,
and environment through our Signature approach.
Create an environment to discuss challenges.
Gain new perspectives from employees.
Solve product challenges and disasters.

Spark innovation by creating inclusion in the
workplace.

Schedule your strategy session today!
Captivating, onsite & offsite presentations
Dynamic, engaging virtual presentations
Solve your challenges head on in a facilitated
environment on using our Signature procedure.

Enjoying the strategy and sessions
workshops? Unlock team potential with our
professional development classes.
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“94% [employees] would stay at their current employer if they
invested in their long-term learning "
(JOLTS)

HUMANIZING DESIGN: CULTURAL EMPATHY

EQUITY IN USER EXPERIENCE

BUILD

INCLUVERSAL COURSES
DESIGN FOR GOOD
Retain and build confident teams with the skills they can
apply today. Our professional development self- serve,
on-demand courses provide teams with the knowledge

INCLUSIVITY RESEARCH
Incluversal is access, and access is profitable.
We are an approach – an inclusion driven, universal
design movement to produce mindful solutions. Our
work keeps enterprises and products relevant by
including the overlooked and untapped demographics
of today, to safeguard against the loss of tomorrow.

to systematically produce equitable, profitable
solutions. Through engaging modules, participants will:
Ask the correct questions to drive research.
Identify and solve relevant problems.
Operate in systematic procedures.
Set profitable, equitable goals and measure results.
Our Courses Include

INCLUSIVE DESIGN: GOALS & DISASTERS

THE ROI OF EMPATHY

PRICING TABLE
Buy In Lessons

Starts at $20,000

Strategy Sessions &
Workshops & Speaking
Engagements

$500 per person up
to 20 seats.

Incluversal: Design for Good
(online class - coming soon)

$3,000 each
Bulk pricing
saves 60%.

$800 per person for
up to 10 seats for 90
minutes - 20 hours.
4 hours x2.

Customizable for an additional price.
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MEET THE FOUNDER,
HER STORY

Nancy Douyon, Global Design Ethicist & Product
Philosopher, and Haitian immigrant is proud to be the
founder of Douyon Signature, the first black woman owned
UX innovation lab in Silicon Valley.
Nancy spent two decades in the tech industry guiding top
companies like Google, IBM, Intel and Uber to incorporate
human experience in their design. She received the Global
Business Platinum Award in recognition of her strategic and
long-term positive impact to Google’s culture Her work
helps business executives embrace responsible innovation
and create accessible, equitable, and inclusive products
and services.
She helps businesses executives implement inclusive
strategic solutions for technology and consumer companies
for the future. Her extensive list of clients include Fortune
500 companies include Netflix, LVMH, Cisco, Uber, Stripe,
Spotify, Colgate and Mars etc.
Nancy conceptualized and developed Incluversal: Design
for Good, an enterprise software platform that helps
business units avoid unintended product harms to
individuals, communities, and greater society with
consequence scanning, foresight modeling, stakeholder
immersions, and more.
She holds an M.A. in human-computer interaction from the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, and currently resides
in the San Francisco Bay Area.

SOCIAL FOLLOWING
@therealnancydouyon

@NancyDouyon

facebook.com/douyon

@nancydouyon

linkedin.com/in/nancydouyon

@ndouyon
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OUR BRANDS

CONTACT US
info@douyonsignature
nancydouyon@gmail.com
bay area
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